
Innovative Multi-crop seed drill for sowing during the 

cultivation for small & Marginal Farmer

The innovative seed sowing farm machinery can be used for seed sowing of pulses like – ground nut, black gram, Bengal gram, white gram, etc. It is also very effective for maize and dal

related crops.

APPLICATION

PRODUCT

USP

 Breakage and (Pilling of the skin of the groundnut) is very less upto

0.5%

 One acre of land can be sown by two person within 4 -5 h. Hence,

less time consuming.

 Affordable to farmers and user friendly operations

 Seed to seed space & depth is adjustable

 Can be utilized by both manual (hand) and bullock

END USERS/CUSTOMERS

Small and marginal farmers, NGOs, Govt agencies

Agriculture

STATE: ODISHA

PROBLEM ADDRESSED

At present the marginal farmers and cultivators sow the seed by hand scattering the seeds as a result no line

and space is maintained between the trees and crop plants leading to reduced oxygen and nutrient level in

the soil and hence lead to low yield and huge financial loss. Furthermore, the small marginal farmers are

sowing groundnut by bullock drawn plough which is a tedious, expensive and more time consuming activity.

Big seed drill is utilize for the sowing of pulses where the people should have large area to operate by the

tractor drawn seed drill.

ABOUT THE TECHNOLOGY

Balasore agro private limited is developing a Single row multicrop seed drill (a seed sowing machine) for

groundnuts, maize & dal seeds to sow in crop field. This Single row multicrop seed drill machine helps to

keep seeds in a line & proper space which leads to higher yield. This machine will help those farmers who

sow seeds by hand scattering resulting improper space between seeds ultimately leads to lower yield &

financial loss. The user friendly seed drill costs INR 6000 – 7000 which perfectly targets the marginal

farmers.

FUNDS RAISED/ACHIEVEMENTS

 Raised INR 49.48 lakhs grant-in-aid from BIRAC BIG scheme.

 Raised INR 15 lakhs grant-in-aid from startup Odisha Product Development and Marketing fund.

COMPANY NAME

Balasore Agro Pvt Ltd

TECHNOLOGY READINESS LEVEL (TRL)

TRL: 7 (The final MVP is ready and currently the 

product is under extensive field trials)

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 

An Indian Patent has been filed on Single row 

Multicrop seed drill

(App No: TEMP/E1-5608/2019-KOL)FOUNDER’S NAME

Manoranjan Das Adhikari
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